Riders


Kyle Bloesser – SDG Factory Team
o “The quick and agile Lauf fork fully compresses in technical
sections and has great small bump absorption, at the same
time. All while staying very stiff and solid, thus creating a very
smooth and comfortable ride.”



Fernando Riveros Paez – Team Scott-Rotor
o “It was the perfect fork for the Sea Otter Classic XC. Awesome
when climbing and it gave me impressive grip through the
corners.”



Fabian Costa – Haibike Racing Team Haiming
o "It’s lighter than my road bike and has even better stiffness. I
absolutely love the stiffness of this fork!!! It also puts my front a
little lower, which makes my position a little more aerodynamic."



Gerry Pflug – Team Rare Disease Cycling
o “By adding the Lauf fork to my bike, I immediately noticed my
bike weighed less and had a more responsive ride, while still
providing sufficient vibration control and big hit shock
absorption.”



Erik Kay – Team Niner Norway
o “My bike was light and had great response as if it had a rigid
fork, but filtered out all the bumps that would have slowed me
down and worn me out. It also gave me great traction in the
turns. The weight is incredible at 990 grams. In other words, the
perfect fork for a race like the Birkebeiner”.



Ingvar Omarsson – National MTB Team and MTB Champion of 2012
and 2014
o “What I love most about the Lauf fork is the fact that I stopped
thinking about my suspension while riding it. Instead of thinking
about whether I should lock/unlock my fork or replace it with a
rigid fork I put all my focus on riding faster, while the Lauf fork
absorbed the bumps.”



Jesper Slik – Team Giant Europe
o “The weight is just outstanding! It functions great on the track,
and it doesn’t disappoint in the downhill either. The fork absorbs
most of the bumps and drops are no problem either. The 60 mm
travel is long enough. All in all I think the fork is very good!”



AJ Linnell -

Media


Bike Magazin Germany
o “The Lauf Trail Racer is a real alternative for xc mountain bikes.”
o Full story in Bike Magazin Germany issue: 11/13



SingletrackWorld.com
o “This is the lightest cross-country fork I’ve ever ridden and I’d be
happy to run one for racing, trail centres and buff, swoopy
singletrack.”



Mountain Bike Action
o "Coming off of Specialized's carbon rigid fork, the Trail Racer
was a welcome addition and actually made the bike more fun
and comfortable, allowing us to ride longer. On most cross
country terrain, the Trail Racer eats up small chatter without
question, and the undamped rebound speed didn't cause any
problems. While soaking up small chatter, the fork still felt very
stiff laterally when torquing on the handlebars out of the saddle."
o http://laufforks.com/files/MBA_Review.pdf



VeloChannel.com
o "Definitely a really interesting product, a third alternative
between classic 100 mm fork and rigid fork. Really useful for
trails wich are not too difficult, bunch of XC races outside
mountains area, this fork is reactive and absorbs bunch of
frequently met bumps. [...] No maintenance needed, good for
muddy conditions as well with a construction without bridge, the
Lauf TR29 is a must have if you are looking for a lightweight but
ridable bike."
o http://www.velochannel.com/essai-review-lauf-trail-racer-293218



Bikerumor.com (Tyler Benedict)
o "It’s certainly not for everyone, but neither is a long
travel fork with dual compression and rebound
adjustments. After riding it, I think they’re onto
something and can fill a niche in the XC scene."
o http://www.bikerumor.com/2013/07/11/lauf-introduces-980gram-trail-racer-29-leaf-spring-suspension-fork/



PinkBike.com (Richard Cunningham)
o "What do we think? As crazy as the Lauf TR29 fork seems at
first glance, it makes sense for riders who don't need or want a
lot of suspension travel - or who are turned off by the threat of
future maintenance and the complication of telescopic
suspension forks."
o http://www.pinkbike.com/u/richardcunningham/blog/Eurobike2013-Revolutionary-Suspension-Fork-Has-One-MovingPart.html



Twentynineinches-de.com (CG)
o "The fork is a masterpiece of simplicity."
o "In my view, a very comfortable rigid fork or a suspension fork
for extreme purists - depending on which way you look at it, and
thus a serious alternative for all those considering a move from
conventional suspension forks to rigid ones, but fear the
transition."
o http://www.twentynineinches-de.com/2013/10/21/lauf-trail-racer29-gabel-kurztest/



Dirt Rag
o Kemur út í byjrun september

